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Abstract

Analytical and experimental studies conducted at the NASA, Langley Research Center (LaRC) for investigating integrated cryogenic propellant tank systems for a reusable launch vehicle (RLV) are described. The cryogenic tanks are investigated as an integrated tank system. An integrated tank system includes the tank wall, cryogenic insulation, thermal protection system (TPS) attachment sub-structure, and TPS. Analysis codes are used to size the thicknesses of cryogenic insulation and TPS insulation for thermal loads, and to predict tank buckling strengths at various ring frame spacings. The unique test facilities developed for the testing of cryogenic tank components are described. Testing at cryogenic and high-temperatures verifies the integrity of materials, design concepts, manufacturing processes, and thermal/structural analyses. Test specimens ranging from the element level to the subcomponent level are subjected to projected vehicle operational mechanical loads and temperatures. The analytical and experimental studies described in this paper provide a portion of the basic information required for the development of light-weight reusable cryogenic propellant tanks.

INTRODUCTION

One of the goals for the next generation of space launch vehicles is an order of magnitude reduction in the cost of delivering a payload to orbit. Recent studies on space transportation by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [1, 2] indicate that a single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) reusable launch vehicle (RLV), fueled by liquid hydrogen (LH$_2$) and liquid oxygen (LOx) has the potential to reach this goal. The recent X-33/RLV Program was a partnership between NASA and industry to create a viable RLV [3]. In this program, current and emerging technologies were utilized to develop and build the X-33, a 1/2 scale RLV demonstrator/test-bed vehicle [4]. These technologies were being pursued to develop an RLV that has efficient, and airline-like operation with 7-day refurbishment cycles between missions to reduce the operational costs, thereby reducing the cost to place a payload in orbit. One of the key technology drivers identified by this program was the use of reusable cryogenic tanks.

Large reusable cryogenic tanks will be required to contain the LH$_2$ and LOx for an SSTO RLV. Cryogenic tank development is critical for an RLV because the tanks may comprise as much as 70 to 80 percent of the volume of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 1 for two generic RLVs [1]. The development and fabrication of reusable cryogenic tanks is one of the significant
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technical challenges to be overcome to develop an operable RLV [4]. Large expendable cryogenic tanks have been made for launch vehicles, but the durability of flight-weight reusable cryogenic propellant tanks has not been demonstrated. The cryogenic tanks of an RLV must not only function as pressure vessels at cryogenic temperatures, but they also must carry primary structural loads and support the thermal protection system (TPS). The cryogenic tanks, along with the TPS, must be easy to maintain, easy to repair, and reusable for the life of the vehicle.

In this paper, candidate reusable cryogenic propellant tank concepts are evaluated as a part of an integrated tank system that includes TPS, TPS attachment sub-structure, cryogenic insulation, and integrated vehicle health monitoring (IVHM) [5]. Thermal and structural analyses were used to compare several candidate combinations of cryogenic tanks and TPS. Combined thermal and mechanical tests of cryogenic insulation, adhesives, structural elements, and subcomponents were performed, with the thermal and mechanical loading becoming increasingly complex as the specimen size increased. Test environments included: temperatures ranging from 20 K (−423°F) to 810 K (1000°F), pressures ranging from atmospheric to 372 kPa (54 psig), and mechanical loads of uniaxial tension, compression, and biaxial tension. This paper describes integrated cryogenic tank analysis, testing, and test facilities development at the NASA, Langley Research Center (LaRC), which support technology development for a reusable LH$_2$ tank for an RLV.

**ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF INTEGRATED CRYOGENIC SYSTEMS**

The thermal and structural performance of the tank, cryogenic insulation, and TPS should be considered as a system to develop the best cryogenic tank for an RLV. Several combinations of LH$_2$ tank walls and TPS are analyzed to identify lightweight and thermally efficient concepts. An example of an integrated tank system design is displayed in Figure 2. The titanium (Ti) sandwich wall acts as a pressure vessel, cryogenic insulation, primary structure, and TPS support. Extra low interstitial (ELI) titanium is used to reduce hydrogen embrittlement. The exterior facesheet does not have to be impermeable to LH$_2$ or LOx thus, mechanical fasteners can penetrate the external facesheet to attach TPS. Gaskets beneath the TPS panel gaps prevent subsurface hot gas flow during re-entry.
Integrated tank concepts considered in the analytical studies are depicted in Figure 3 and listed in Table 1. The external foam concepts are based upon a forward-located, IM7/977-2 graphite-epoxy (Gr-Ep) ring and stringer stiffened tank concept from the X-33 Phase I Rockwell vehicle [6] that used adhesively bonded Rohacell™ as the cryogenic foam insulation and either alumina enhanced thermal barrier (AETB) or tailorable advanced blanket insulation (TABI) as the TPS. Honeycomb cryogenic insulation concepts consist of a sandwich tank wall with an evacuated core for insulation and superalloy/honeycomb (SA/HC) metallic panels as TPS. Several material combinations were considered for the honeycomb sandwich tank wall. The Aluminum 2219-T87 sandwich tank concept Al/Ti/Al was considered because aluminum is compatible with LH₂ and the titanium core can either be brazed or adhesively bonded to the aluminum facesheet. The titanium honeycomb core provides sufficient insulation if evacuated and enhances the structural stability of the tank. The concept with titanium facesheets and titanium honeycomb core was investigated because of the high strength and operation temperature (645 K, 700˚F) of a brazed Ti/Ti/Ti concept. A concept consisting of IM7/5260 graphite-bismaleimide (Gr-BMI) facesheets with titanium honeycomb core was considered because Gr-BMI has a moderately high operating temperature (450 K, 350˚F). In the final concept, Gr-BMI facesheets were combined with a Hexcel™ glass reinforced phenolic (HRP). The Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI concept has reduced thermal conductivity because of the non-metallic honeycomb core. Both Gr-BMI sandwich concepts can be adhesively bonded or co-cured sandwich structures. Thermal and structural analyses were used to compare the weights and strengths of these integrated tank systems. In the thermal analysis, the thicknesses of the cryogenic insulation and TPS insulation were sized to withstand the various operational temperatures. Thermal loading cases were from the ground-hold filling of the tanks, re-entry, and soak-through of heat energy after re-entry. In the structural analysis, the structural stability of the tank wall was investigated for a various concept with various ring frame spacings. The only mechanical loading used was compression axial line loading.

Figure 2. Example of an all-metallic Ti/Ti/Ti sandwich cryogenic tank with metallic TPS in an integrated tank system concept for a RLV.
A thermal sizing study of the designs in Figure 3 was conducted to compare the thermal performance of each cryogenic tank concept. The cryogenic insulation thicknesses and TPS were sized to maintain temperatures within the limits shown in Figure 3 using a one-dimensional non-linear finite element sizing code called TPSSizer [7]. Temperature and pressure dependent material properties were obtained from industry and in reference [8]. The weight of the TPS and cryogenic insulation (honeycomb core for sandwich tank walls) was calculated and compared for each tank/TPS system. The thermal mass of the tank wall skin (sized to withstand the pressurization load and to limit LH\textsubscript{2} permeation in the case of composite walls) was included in the thermal sizing analysis. Based on reports from industry [9] and National Aerospace Plane (NASP) Program data, four to eight plies of Gr-Ep and Gr-BMI was required minimum thickness to resist hydrogen (H\textsubscript{2}) permeation of a LH\textsubscript{2} tank.

**TPSSizer Program**

The TPSSizer program [7] uses an implicit, one-dimensional transient finite element formulation. Thermal properties may be a function of temperature and pressure and are updated at each time step. Radiation to space is assumed at the surface node, and the radiation vector is converged in an iterative fashion. These one-dimensional models include corrections for such things as coatings, adhesives, fasteners, and strain isolation pads. Detailed two-dimensional models have been used to varying degrees to validate the simplifications made in the one-dimensional models. Resizing of the TPS is accomplished through a repeated iterative procedure until all the temperature limits are satisfied within ±2°F. At the beginning of each iteration, new
TPS and cryogenic insulation thicknesses are calculated based on the maximum temperatures computed in the previous analysis. Generally, only two to six sizing iterations are required. The cryogenic insulation is sized to satisfy two possible constraints. The first constraint, a ground hold condition, assumes that steady-state temperature conditions has been reached while the vehicle sits on the launch pad. The cryogenic insulation is sized to maintain a specified minimum temperature at the TPS to cryogenic insulation interface. By assuming steady-state temperature conditions, the sizing procedure is reduced to a simple equation based upon the TPS thickness. There is also iterative sizing of the cryogenic insulation based on the maximum transient temperature limit of the tank wall during re-entry/soak-through.

Table 1. Honeycomb sandwich cryogenic tank walls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facesheet/ core/ facesheet</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aluminum/ titanium/ aluminum</td>
<td>Al/Ti/Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>titanium/ titanium/ titanium</td>
<td>Ti/Ti/Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphite-bismaleimide/ titanium/ graphite-bismaleimide</td>
<td>Gr-BMI/Ti/Gr-BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphite-bismaleimide</td>
<td>Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The criteria used for sizing the thickness of the cryogenic insulation and TPS were: a constant temperature of 20 K (-423°F) at the tank wall, prevention of frost build-up and air liquefaction on the cryogenic insulation surface of the tank during ground-hold, and limiting the maximum operational temperatures (shown in Figure 3) of the various materials used in the structure and TPS of the vehicle during re-entry. All of the sandwich tanks had a lower limit temperature of 115 K (-250°F) on the outer facesheet during ground-hold to minimize air liquefaction. The windward side heating load is for the vehicles in Figure 1. An example of the heating load is shown in Figure 4. These cylindrical study vehicles were used because the vehicles did not have cavities over the cryogenic tanks or an aeroshell, thus the tank wall-insulation-TPS was layered as in Figure 2.

The mass of the cryogenic insulation and TPS are plotted in Figure 5 versus the x-location along the length of the windward centerline of the vehicle as defined in Figure 1. Although the LH₂ tank does not extend the entire length of the vehicle, the tank may be located either forward or aft as shown in Figure 1. An all-metallic concept, Ti/Ti/Ti with metallic TPS, is lighter than the other organic/ceramic or metallic concepts. The all-metallic titanium concept is lighter

---

1 The windward side heating load was provided by Kay Wurster of the Vehicle Analysis Branch (VAB) at LaRC.
because the relatively high use-temperature of titanium requires less TPS for re-entry heating and the evacuated titanium honeycomb core acts as an effective insulator, eliminating the need for cryogenic insulation. The non-metallic core of the Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI concept has a reduced thermal conductivity that increased the insulative capacity compared to the metallic core specimens making this concept lighter than the other sandwich concepts except for the all-titanium concept. The Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI concept is also lighter than the stiffened Gr-Ep concepts because the outer facesheet can be allowed to cool to a temperature of 115 K (-250°F) during ground-hold. The upper use temperature limit and low heat capacity of the Rohacell™ (480 K, 400°F) external cryogenic foam increases the TPS thickness for the stiffened Gr-Ep structure making the concept heavier than the all titanium concept. The Al/Ti/Al and Gr-BMI/Ti/Gr-BMI tanks are the heaviest concepts. These two concepts do not effectively use the higher temperature capability of the titanium core because of the lower maximum operating temperature of the facesheets during re-entry. The aluminum concept is not included in the structural buckling study.

**Structural Buckling Study**

A structural buckling study was performed with the lightest weight tank concepts based on the thermal insulation weight identified in the thermal sizing study. The feasibility and cost of fabrication were not factors in the evaluation. The weight of the structural elements of the tank and the effects of varying ring frame spacing on tank stability were compared in the structural buckling study. This structural study focused on determining the axial buckling load of an unpressurized LH₂ tank under axial compression line loading, Nₓ, during the ground-hold and soak-through phase of a vehicle mission-profile. Pressure stabilization of the LH₂ tank was ignored to design a tank with sufficient strength to support a full LOx tank in the event of LH₂ tank depressurization. A non-linear, finite difference, shell-of-revolution code, BOSOR4 [10], was used as the analysis tool in the study.

**BOSOR4 Program**

The BOSOR4 program was based upon the Vlasov-Sanders shell theory and was used to conduct both non-linear pre-buckling and buckling analyses [11]. Modal iteration was used in
BOSOR4 to determine the eigenvalues. A representative model of a sandwich tank wall structure and the boundary conditions used in the analysis are shown in Figure 6. A detailed description of the boundary conditions and models can be found in reference [12]. The model had periodic boundary conditions simulating an infinitely long cylindrical tank. The ring frame design was kept fixed in this study to reduce the number of variables, but the ring frame spacing was varied for all of the models. The core thicknesses from the thermal sizing study were also used in the buckling models.

The concepts evaluated in the structural buckling study are Ti/Ti/Ti, Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI, and Gr-BMI/Ti/Gr-BMI sandwich concepts, and Gr-Ep ring and stringer stiffened tank concepts. The structural weight of the tank (not including the sandwich core material, cryogenic insulation or TPS), and the buckling strength of the tank are plotted using the ring frame spacing as the abscissa in Figure 7. The Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI concept was found to have the same buckling response and weight as the Gr-BMI/Ti/Gr-BMI concept and is not shown separately in Figure 7. The curve in Figure 7 for the Ti/Ti/Ti concept shows a reduction in buckling strength for a ring frame spacing less than 1.5 m (60 in.) because the buckling mode changes from panel buckling to local buckling in the ring frame. The Ti/Ti/Ti tank concept fails in a collapse mode at a low ring frame spacing, placing a high compression load in the ring frame. The other tank concepts all buckle between ring frames in a panel buckling mode.

An aft-located LH₂ tank, which does not rely on pressure stabilization, must be able to resist a minimum buckling load of 630 kN/m (3.6 kips/in.) due to the weight of a forward-located LOx tank and a payload during launch. A vehicle with a forward-located LH₂ tank does not experience the maximum axial compression load until after landing. The buckling load in this case is 300 kN/m (1.720 kips/in.) due to bending [13] when the vehicle is horizontal after landing in an unpressurized state.
All of the sandwich tank concepts will buckle well above all load requirements for an aft- or forward-located LH\textsubscript{2} tank at all ring frame spacings studied. The Gr-Ep ring and stringer stiffened tank is designed as a forward-located LH\textsubscript{2} tank and requires a 0.75 m (30 in.) ring frame spacing to resist a 300 kN/m (1.720 kips/in.) buckling load. The Ti/Ti/Ti tank at ring frame spacings greater than 1.5 m (60 in.) and a Gr-BMI/Ti/Gr-BMI tank at all ring frame spacings is lighter than a Gr-Ep ring and stiffened structure at a 0.75 m (30 in.) spacing. An aft-located, non-pressure-stabilized, Gr-Ep ring and stringer stiffened tank would weigh substantially more than the honeycomb tanks because of the additional structural mass required to resist buckling and inertial loads due to the weight of a forward-located LOx tank and the payload. Thus, the results shown in Figure 7 suggest that sandwich structures have a structural and weight advantage over stiffened Gr-Ep tanks.

**Table 2.** Combined TPS, cryogenic insulation, and tank structural areal masses are ranked by their total weight in Table 2. The studies demonstrate the advantages of sandwich structure in an integrated tank system design. Several sandwich tanks with metallic TPS and ring frame spacings of 3.0 m (120 in.) are lighter than the stiffened forward-located Gr-Ep concepts with ceramic TPS with a ring frame spacing of 0.75 m (30 in.). Sandwich tanks with larger ring frame spacings are not considered because of increased pressure pillowing. The lightest tank concept is the Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI concept with metallic TPS. An all-metallic Ti/Ti/Ti tank concept is the second lightest. Both concepts are not only lighter, but also have much higher buckling strengths than the Gr-Ep stiffened tank and have a weight advantage over Gr-Ep due to their higher operating temperatures. If the stiffened Gr-Ep forward-located tank is moved to an aft location, the structural mass of the tank would increase.

The thermal and structural studies indicate that a honeycomb sandwich tank with mechanically attached metallic TPS is an attractive LH\textsubscript{2} tank system for an RLV. However, more detailed studies are required to corroborate the results from the analytical studies and any

---

**Figure 6.** The boundary conditions, model orientation, and model used in BOSOR4 for the structural buckling study.
of the concepts studied will require verification of their insulative capacities, strengths, reliability, and durability through thermal, and structural testing.

Figure 7. Structural buckling study results for areal masses and critical buckling loads for sandwich skin tanks and a forward-located.

Table 2. Combined areal masses from the thermal sizing and structural buckling studies with variable ring frame spacing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tank/TPS</th>
<th>Ring frame spacing (m)</th>
<th>Cryogenic insulation &amp; TPS areal mass (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Tank structural areal mass (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Total areal mass (kg/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI)/(SA/HC)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ti/Ti/Ti)/(SA/HC)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gr-BMI/Ti/Gr-BMI)/(SA/HC)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffened Gr-Ep/AETB</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffened Gr-Ep/TABI</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TEST PROGRAM

A series of tests and test facilities have been developed during Phase I and Phase II of the NASA X-33/RLV Program to further evaluate potential reusable cryogenic tank designs for RLVs. These tests provide information to verify the performance of a concept, to validate analysis methods, and to demonstrate the scalability of a tank design. The specimens vary in size from small elements to large subcomponents. The element and panel testing were performed to investigate specific aspects of the integrated tank design such as bonding methods, evacuation...
processes, cryogenic insulation integrity, and load carrying capability. Evaluating tank performance as an integrated tank system (tank structure, cryogenic insulation, and TPS) at operational temperatures and load conditions is critical to validate a design. Therefore, subcomponent testing of full-scale cryogenic tank sections under cyclic thermal and mechanical loading was performed to investigate additional thermal-structural interactions of the tank design and to validate performance and fabrication techniques. The cryogenic tank shown in Figure 8, illustrates the uniaxial tension and compression panel tests, the cryogenic pressure box subcomponent test, and the mechanical loading each test was designed to simulate. Each of the tests required the development of new, unique testing facilities and test procedures.

**Figure 8.** Panel and subcomponent ground tests (not to scale) and the load conditions the tests simulated for a cryogenic tank.

**Element Tests**

Element tests were developed to investigate specific design features under simplified load conditions to provide data that can be incorporated into the design of larger specimens. Two types of element tests were performed, the flatwise tension test and the sandwich core evacuation test or ravioli tests. In these tests, element specimens were cycled between temperatures of 20 K (-423°F) and 395 K (250°F). Flatwise tension tests investigated adhesive strengths after thermal cycling and sandwich evacuation tests investigated the feasibility of maintaining an evacuated core in a sandwich cryogenic tank wall.

**Flatwise Tension Test**

Adhesives were used to bond honeycomb core to composite facesheets and to bond cryogenic foam insulation to the tank wall. Flatwise tension tests [14] were used to investigate the effects of cryogenic and elevated temperatures on the bond line pull-off strengths for sandwich tank walls and tank walls with adhesively bonded cryogenic insulation. Examples of flatwise tension specimens are shown in Figure 9. When an adhesive is subjected to large changes in temperature, the adhesive may experience a phase transition, becoming brittle at low temperatures, and could be subject to stress relaxation or creep at elevated temperatures. A structural system subjected to large changes in temperature, may also develop high stresses induced by coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch resulting in debonding or core cracking without any mechanical load applied.
The adhesive and facesheet/core combinations tested to date are listed in Table 3. Various types of adhesively bonded or co-cured 5.1 cm by 5.1 cm (2 in. by 2 in.) specimens were cycled from room temperature to cryogenic or elevated temperatures. Each specimen was then loaded to failure in tension at room temperature. In Figure 10, the ultimate stress results are displayed for HRP honeycomb bonded to Gr-Ep facesheets as an example of the type of information generated from the flatwise tension tests. The room-temperature specimens are control specimens which were not thermally cycled, providing a baseline strength for a specimen type. Full details of the flatwise tension tests results are reported by Glass [14]. The remaining specimens were either thermally cycled from room temperature to 20 K (-423°F) 10 times or from room temperature to 395 K (250°F) 10 times.

**Table 3.** Adhesives, facesheets, and core materials used in the flatwise tension tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facesheet/Core</th>
<th>Adhesive</th>
<th>EA 9394</th>
<th>PR 1664</th>
<th>Crest 3170</th>
<th>FM 300</th>
<th>HT 435</th>
<th>Co-cure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr-Ep/</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>Rohacell™ WF-71</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomex™</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr-BMI/</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>Nomex™</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohacell™ WF-71</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al/</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless Steel/</td>
<td>Rohacell™ WF-71</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The three best performing adhesives based on tests performed and reported by Glass [14] and as seen in Figure 10, were EA 9394, Crest 3170, and HT 435. The EA 9394 is a room-temperature-cured adhesive and is widely used as a cryogenic adhesive. The Crest 3170 is also a room-temperature-cured adhesive and is stronger than EA 9394 after thermal cycling. The HT 435 is a high-temperature-cured adhesive (450 K [350˚F]) and had the best overall performance after being thermally cycled, however, this adhesive was the most sensitive to preparation procedures such as surface preparation, adequate pressure on the specimen during cure, and the correct cure temperature. The FM 300, a high-temperature-cured film adhesive (450 K [350˚F]) had the lowest strength and the PR 1664, a room-temperature-cured adhesive, also had a relatively low strength.

![Graph showing cyclic pre-conditioning temperature (K)](image1)

**Figure 10.** Flatwise tension strengths (tested at room temperature) of HRP honeycomb core bonded to Gr-Ep with five different adhesives and having three different pre-conditionings. Each bar represents a different specimen tested to failure.

**Sandwich Core Evacuation (Ravioli) Test**

The core of a cryogenic sandwich tank may not only perform its structural function, but if evacuated, may also act as cryogenic insulation. Evacuating the core enhances its insulation capacity by reducing the thermal effects of natural convection and gas conduction and may eliminate the need for additional cryogenic insulation. It is essential to maintain a vacuum in the core to prevent cryopumping and potential failure of the sandwich.

A test was developed to evaluate the ability of various concepts for a sandwich tank wall system to resist gas permeation [14]. A series of evacuated core honeycomb specimens, shown in Figure 11, were fabricated and tested. The specimens were referred to as ravioli specimens due to their shape. A square of cryogenic foam insulation or perforated honeycomb core
material with 45° beveled edges was sealed inside of a 15 cm by 15 cm (6 in. by 6 in.) shell of Gr-Ep or Gr-BMI. The specimen was sealed by either bonding the two pre-cured halves with an adhesive or by co-curing the shell material around the core. The core material in these specimens is perforated or drilled to allow for evacuation due to air liquefaction/solidification from cryogenic temperatures or by mechanical evacuation. An evacuation stem (location shown in Figure 11) was used to actively evacuate the specimen and allow any trapped gasses to escape as the specimen was warmed.

![Potential location of leakage](image1)

**Figure 11.** a.) The components of a Gr-Ep ravioli specimen with HRP honeycomb core and the b.) top view of assembled specimen (evacuation stem removed).

All six ravioli specimens tested are listed in Table 4. Specimen 1 had a Rohacell™ core, but did not have an evacuation stem. This specimen was cycled from room temperature to 80 K (-320°F) 10 times by immersing the specimen in a container filled with LN₂, removing the specimen, then allowing the specimen to warm to room temperature. There were no visible signs of damage by the naked eye. The specimen was also immersed once in liquid helium (LHe) and then removed. The specimen ruptured as it warmed to room temperature. It is believed that the specimen permeated LHe into the core region and burst because the LHe vaporized faster than the gaseous helium (GHe) could out-gas. Each specimen listed in Table 4, except for specimen 1, had an evacuation stem attached on the upper portion of the specimen to actively evacuate the specimen and to allow the specimen to out-gas if LHe permeated to the core region. The specimens were thermally cycled 10 times to LN₂ temperatures (80 K [-320°F]), then immersed 2 times in LHe (4K [-450°F]) with no visible signs of degradation. The integrity of each specimen was then investigated after thermal cycling by evacuating the specimen as the temperature of the specimen was lowered from ambient to 80 K (-320°F). At various temperatures, GHe was sprayed on the edges of the specimen while a helium (He) mass spectrometer leak detector was used to actively evacuate the specimen and detect the amount of leakage of GHe into the specimen. The data from two leak detection tests for specimen 6 are shown in Figure 12. The plot shows that as the specimen was cooled, the ability of the specimen to maintain a low pressure diminished. The leaks in specimens 2 through 5 were too large for the He mass spectrometer leak detector to evacuate the specimen.
Table 4. Gr-Ep ravioli specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen no.</th>
<th>Core Material</th>
<th>Adhesive</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>Rohacell™ WF-110</td>
<td>FM 300</td>
<td>Rupture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rohacell™ WF-51</td>
<td>FM 300</td>
<td>Large leaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rohacell™ WF-71</td>
<td>PR 1664</td>
<td>Large leaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nomex™ honeycomb</td>
<td>Crest 3170</td>
<td>Large leaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rohacell™ WF-110</td>
<td>Co-Cured</td>
<td>Large leaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>HRP honeycomb</td>
<td>EA 9394</td>
<td>Moderate vacuum held</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
* No evacuation port

The results from the ravioli tests demonstrated that maintaining vacuum in even a small specimen is difficult, and as the specimen was cooled, its resistance to GHe permeation was reduced. The helium mass spectrometer leak detector could not localize the origin of GHe permeation. The GHe permeation into the specimens may have resulted from a coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch between the adhesive and the two halves of the specimen causing microcracks in the bond line. A crease located on the top of the shell at the corners, as indicated in Figure 11, may have also been a source of leakage. The co-cured specimen without an adhesive layer at the bond line performed only slightly better than the adhesively bonded specimens. These results suggest that improvements are needed in the fabrication of leak-free sandwich structures, and that a vented or an actively evacuated system may be required in an evacuated core sandwich structure.

Figure 12. Pressure versus temperature for the 6th ravioli specimen.

Panel Tests

Panel tests were used to address integration issues between the tank wall and cryogenic insulation subjected to representative operational thermal and mechanical loads. The panel test specimens were larger than the element specimens and incorporated “lessons learned” from the element tests. Two types of panel tests are described: a cyclic uniaxial tension test to simulate hoop pressurization, and a static compression test to simulate structural and inertial loads, as
depicted in Figure 8. Cryogenic insulation was integrated into the specimen for the panel tests to reduce the complexity of testing. Testing with TPS attached to the specimen would require additional heating equipment and would have resulted in longer, more complicated testing cycles, and more expensive, elaborate test specimens.

**Uniaxial Tension Tests**

Combined cyclic thermal and mechanical tests of various cryogenic tank wall concepts were performed on flat 30.5 cm by 61 cm (1 ft by 2 ft) panel specimens. A flat specimen closely approximates a curved tank wall due to the large radius of the tank. These tests were developed from earlier tests of a cryogenic insulation tile developed for the Advanced Launch System (ALS) Program [15]. The purpose of the tests was to simulate both the thermal and mechanical loads experienced in an RLV mission from launch, to orbit, to re-entry. The cryogenic tanks in an RLV must endure biaxial tension loads associated with internal pressurization as well as maximum thermal and mechanical flight loads. However, for these tests, the only mechanical load applied was a uniaxial tension load simulating circumferential pressure loading. These combined, cyclic, thermal and mechanical tests verify: the durability of the cryogenic insulation when subjected to cyclic mission-profile conditions, the bond line integrity between cryogenic insulation and the structure, the performance of cryogenic tank fabrication technologies at a small scale, and the effectiveness of various IVHM techniques such as fiber optic (strain, temperature, and H₂ sensing) and acoustic sensors.

Specialized test fixtures were developed to operate between a minimum temperature of 20 K (-423°F) and a maximum temperature of 645 K (700°F). Figure 13 shows a typical specimen mounted in the fixture with the cryogenic chambers mounted on the surface of the inner tank wall of the specimen and a convective heating chamber adjacent to the external surface of the foam insulation. Tension load and temperatures for the cryogenic and high temperature chambers were independently controlled in a test cycle. A typical cycle lasted 30 to 80 minutes. An example of a thermal and mechanical load profile for a LH₂ tank specimen is shown in Figure 14, which displays the tension loading and temperature profiles on the hot side and cryogenic side of the panel over a period of time.

All of the panels tested as a part of the NASA X-33 Program Phase I and II are listed in Tables 5 and 6. Fiber-optic or IVHM thermal sensors were used on some of the panels tested (as indicated in Table 5). A meter of fiber-optic cable was coiled at several locations to obtain a point-wise thermal reading [5]. A single fiber was used to monitor several locations on a specimen. The adhesive methods and the ability of the fiber optic thermal sensors to operate during mission profile conditions were tested in the uniaxial tension tests. The tests of panels LO-3 and LO-4 support qualification of the SS-1171 spray-on-foam insulation (SOFI) for the Al LOx tank for the X-33.

**Compression Test**

The compressive load capability of a tank wall concept under simulated structural and inertial loads was tested using representative flat specimens in the cryogenic/high temperature compression test fixture shown in Figure 15. This fixture and the flat specimens was also used to induce a through-the-thickness temperature gradient in a compression specimen during a test.
Table 5. Experimental results for the LOx tank concepts subjected to combined thermal and mechanical tension load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOx tank panel</th>
<th>Panel description</th>
<th>No. of cycles</th>
<th>Results†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LO-1</td>
<td>Al-Li* panel, EA 9394 adhesive, external Airex™ foam insulation</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>No cracks in foam. No disbonds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al panel, EA 9394 adhesive, external Airex™ foam insulation</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>No cracks in foam. No disbonds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO-2</td>
<td>Al panel, external SS-1171, and PDL-1034 foamiinsulation</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>PDL-1034 cracked after 16 cycles. Insulation thickness reduced due to surface charring (no degradation in performance noticed). No cracks in foam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO-3</td>
<td>Al-Li* panel, external SS-1171 foam insulation, fiber-optics</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Insulation thickness reduced due to surface charring (no degradation in performance noticed).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
* Al-Li - Aluminum Lithium 2195
† Cracks were determined by visual inspection without die or microscope.

In the compression test, a 61 cm by 61 cm (2 ft by 2 ft) specimen with cryogenic insulation was subjected to a cryogenic temperature load before a compressive load was introduced. Two temperature conditions were attempted, a uniform temperature, and a constant temperature gradient through-the-thickness of the specimen. Three identical sandwich panels were tested to failure. Each panel experienced one of three temperature load conditions: cryogenic temperature gradient (with a minimum temperature of 20 K [-423°F] and maximum temperature of 115K [
250°F), room temperature, and a uniform elevated temperature (maximum temperature of 480 K [400°F]).

![Graph](image)

**Figure 14.** Typical combined thermal and mechanical cycle for a LH\(_2\) tank specimen in the uniaxial tension test (load normalized to maximum load).

**Table 6.** Experimental results for LH\(_2\) tank concepts subjected to combined thermal and mechanical tension load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LH(_2) tank panel</th>
<th>Panel description</th>
<th>No. of cycles</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LH-1</td>
<td>Gr-Ep panel, EA 9394 adhesive, external Airex™ foam insulation</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Airex™ foam cracked after 42 cycles (due to a void in the adhesive layer).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K3B/Ti/K3B(^\dagger) co-cured sandwich panel</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Panel failed in the load introduction region after 12 cycles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH-2</td>
<td>K3B/Ti/K3B(^\dagger) co-cured sandwich panel with a joint</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Panel failed in the joint region at 80% of the design limit load during a pre-test load check.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH-3</td>
<td>Gr-Ep/Rohacell™ WF-71/Gr-Ep foam sandwich panel</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Facesheet separated from the foam core after 25 cycles (due to expansion of the foam with heat).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH-4</td>
<td>Gr-Ep panel, EA 9394 adhesive, external Airex™ foam insulation, fiber-optics</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>No cracks. No disbonds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH-5</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>No cracks. No disbonds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH-6</td>
<td>Gr-Ep panel, Crest 3170 adhesive, external Airex™ foam insulation, fiber-optics</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>No cracks. No disbonds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* \(^\dagger\) K3B - IM7/K3B.

The low-carbon, stainless steel (304 steel) compression load introduction fixtures shown in Figure 15 were developed to introduce a uniform axial load across the top and bottom edge of the panel without requiring potting of the ends of the specimen at cryogenic and elevated temperatures. These metallic fixtures were designed to control end displacement and to reduce
bending effects from through-the-thickness temperature gradients, thus providing controlled boundary conditions at various temperatures. Conventional potting materials soften at temperatures above 450 K (350°F) so their use was avoided. The metallic load introduction fixtures were designed to provide consistent and reproducible method of load transfer. Cryogenic and high temperature platens were developed to heat or cool the compression fixture to match the temperature of the specimen. Ceramic insulation tiles were be used to reduce heat-loss through the platens and thermally isolate the compression fixture and platens from the load stand. Knife-edged supports (not shown Figure 15) composed of 304 steel were also developed to impose simple-support boundary conditions on the vertical edges of the test specimen. The knife-edged supports had a temperature range from 80 K (-320°F) to 480 K (400°F). A Crest 3170 bellows seal was developed to contain the cryogenic fluid on the cold side of the panel and resistive heater blankets were be used to heat the faces of the panel.

![Figure 15. Schematic of the cryogenic/room/elevated temperature compression fixture.](image)

Only the room-temperature panel test has been completed to date. The room-temperature honeycomb panel test consisted of co-cured IM7/K3B facesheets with a Ti honeycomb core Gr-K3B/Ti/Gr-K3B. The K3B resin is a thermoplastic material that has a maximum operational temperature of 480 K (400°F) and has non-autoclave joint fabrication potential. The upper and lower 0.06 m (2.5 in.) of the core were filled with a foaming adhesive during the curing process to facilitate load introduction from the fixture to the specimen and to prevent specimen “brooming” at the ends. However, the adhesive over-expanded in the core causing a discontinuity where the foam-filled region ended.

Finite element analysis at LaRC predicted that the room-temperature panel would buckle at a compressive load of 3,110 kN (699 kips) or 5,080 kN/m (29 kips/in.). Facesheet wrinkling was determined by the analysis to occur at an axial load of 707 kN (159 kips) or 1,160 kN/m (6.63
The panel failed at a compressive load of only 540 kN (121 kips) or 880 kN/m (5.04 kips/in.) in the upper section of the panel adjacent to the aforementioned skin discontinuity. Failure in this region suggested that either the load was not properly introduced into the panel through the foam-filled honeycomb core region or that the panel was poorly fabricated near the edge of the foam-filled honeycomb core.

**Subcomponent Test**

A new test facility, the Cryogenic Pressure Box (CPB) Test Facility, has been developed to validate full-scale tank subcomponents under realistic static and thermal/mechanical/pressure cyclical loading [16]. Curved tank panel concepts can be tested in this facility at a relatively low cost compared to a full-scale or scaled tank tests at cryogenic temperatures. Finite element analysis performed at LaRC predicts that the stain distributions developed during testing in the CPB will be similar to the strains seen in a full-sized cylindrical tank can be produced in a 0.75 m by 1.0 m (2.5 ft by 3.5 ft) region in the center of the specimen. The effects of cycling with mechanical loads, pressure loads, and thermal loads on full-scale assemblies of tank walls with cryogenic insulation, TPS, and IVHM can be determined with a full-scale subcomponent. Manufacturing and fabrication details can then be refined before fabrication of a full-scale tank, thus reducing the risk of premature failure in a tank due to cyclic thermal/mechanical loading.

A schematic section view of the CPB Test Facility is shown in Figure 16. A view of the chamber is shown in Figure 17. In this subcomponent test, a 1.5 m by 1.8 m (5 ft by 6 ft) curved (radii of 2.0 m to 6.5 m, 80 in. to 260 in.) panel in Figure 18 is loaded in biaxial tension by internal pressure and mechanical actuators. In addition, both cryogenic and elevated internal temperatures and an elevated external temperature can be applied. The biaxial tension load is introduced into the panel by internal pressure reacted through the load frame and by axial actuators. The maximum load applied by the axial actuators (not shown in Figure 16) is 2,000 kN (450 kips). Circumferential, or hoop, loads due to pressurization are induced by the reaction force from the load frame, through load introduction plates, into the test specimen.

**Cryogenic Pressure Box Test Facility**

![Cryogenic Pressure Box Test Facility](image)

**Figure 16.** Schematic of the CPB Test Facility for subcomponent tests.
The vacuum jacketed pressure chamber can withstand internal pressures ranging from atmospheric to 372 kPa (54 psig) using GHe as the pressurization medium. The test panel and chamber can also be subjected to internal temperatures ranging from 395 K (250°F) to 20 K (-423°F) with the aid of twelve copper heat exchange towers that are encircled by copper coils that contain either LHe, GHe or LN₂. The GHe is recirculated by fans through the heat exchange towers. Helium does not liquefy at temperatures above 15 K (-430°F) and can be used to convectively cool the specimen and the CPB chamber. The heat exchange towers also have resistive heaters at their bases, enabling internal heating of the chamber and the internal surface of the panel to a maximum temperature of 395 K (250°F). A quartz-lamp heater array is used to heat the external surface of the specimen to a maximum temperature of 810 K (1,000°F). The heater array is flat and has eight symmetric zones that can be individually controlled to evenly heat specimens of various curvatures.

**Cryogenic Pressure Box Chamber**

![Figure 17. Schematic of the chamber of the CPB Test Facility.](image)

**Figure 17.** Schematic of the chamber of the CPB Test Facility.

**Figure 18.** Thermal and mechanical loads applied to a representative specimen in the CPB Test Facility.
SUMMARY

A systematic approach was used in the research for the design of integrated cryogenic tank systems for a reusable launch vehicle (RLV). This approach began with thermal and structural analytical studies followed by testing of specimens ranging from elements to subcomponents at the NASA, Langley Research Center (LaRC).

The results of the analytical studies identified honeycomb sandwich tank with mechanically attached metallic thermal protection system (TPS) as a preferred approach for a reusable liquid hydrogen (LH$_2$) tank system for an RLV. The two most viable honeycomb sandwich concepts were found to be Gr-BMI/HRP/Gr-BMI and Ti/Ti/Ti, based on structural and thermal efficiency.

Element tests were used to evaluate bonding and fabrication methods as well as the evacuation process for sandwich tank structures. Adhesives such as Crest 3170 (now Lord 212) and HT 435 were identified as the most useful for cryogenic tank construction by the flatwise tension tests. The evacuated honeycomb sandwich (ravioli) tests demonstrated that sealed sandwich concepts may be problematic, that evacuation of a sandwich is difficult, and that active evacuation may be a solution to obtain a reliable sandwich tank concept.

The panel and subcomponent tests were developed to investigate structural strength and durability, the reliability of the fabrication process scale-up, thermal properties, and bond line integrity of cryogenic tank designs. The uniaxial tension tests provided data for the NASA X-33 Program in support of certifying SS-1171 for the liquid oxygen (LOx) tank and a new cryogenic foam insulation, Airex™, for the LH$_2$ tanks. The compression fixture will enable the testing of specimens at various temperatures or with through-the-thickness temperature gradients.

The unique analytical tools and facilities developed at the LaRC during Phase I and Phase II of the NASA X-33/RLV Program enable the study and testing of various cryogenic tank concepts at operational thermal loads, mechanical loads, and pressure loads. The results obtained from these analytical and experimental cryogenic tank studies will provide vital information required to develop full-scale, reusable, and integrated cryogenic tanks for future RLVs.
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**Nomenclature**

304 steel: Stainless Steel
AETB: Alumina Enhanced Thermal Barrier
Al: Aluminum 2219-T87
Al-Li: Aluminum 2195
ALS: Advanced Launch System
ELI: Extra Low Interstitial
Gr-BMI: IM7/5260 Graphite-Bismaleimide
Gr-Ep: IM7/977-2 Graphite-Epoxy
GHe: Gaseous Helium
H₂: Hydrogen
He: Helium
HRP: Hexcel™ glass Reinforced Phenolic
IVHM: Integrated Vehicle Health Monitoring
K3B: IM7/K3B
LaRC: NASA, Langley Research Center
LH₂: Liquid Hydrogen
LHe: Liquid Helium
LOx: Liquid Oxygen
AL: Advanced Launch System
NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASC: National Aerospace Plane
Nx: Axial Load
RLV: Reusable Launch Vehicle
SA/HC: Superalloy/Honeycomb
SOFI: SS-1171 Spray On Foam Insulation
STTO: Single-Stage-To-Orbit
TABI: Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation
Ti: Titanium
TPS: Thermal Protection System
MTSB: Metals and Thermal Structures Branch
VAB: Vehicle Analysis Branch
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Analytical and experimental studies conducted at the NASA, Langley Research Center (LaRC) for investigating integrated cryogenic propellant tank systems for a reusable launch vehicle (RLV) are described. The cryogenic tanks are investigated as an integrated tank system. An integrated tank system includes the tank wall, cryogenic insulation, thermal protection system (TPS) attachment sub-structure, and TPS. Analysis codes are used to size the thicknesses of cryogenic insulation and TPS insulation for thermal loads, and to predict tank buckling strengths at various ring frame spacings. The unique test facilities developed for the testing of cryogenic tank components are described. Testing at cryogenic and high-temperatures verifies the integrity of materials, design concepts, manufacturing processes, and thermal/structural analyses. Test specimens ranging from the element level to the subcomponent level are subjected to projected vehicle operational mechanical loads and temperatures. The analytical and experimental studies described in this paper provide a portion of the basic information required for the development of light-weight reusable cryogenic propellant tanks.
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